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About Continuum

CONTINUUM, the rolling seminar series, is a premier event at the Shailesh
J. Mehta School of Management –IIT Bombay, which encompasses various
management domains viz. Consulting, Finance, Human Resources,
marketing, Operations, technology and Systems.
These seminars aim to cover the latest trends in management by inviting
eminent speakers from business and academia. The Continuum seminars
include interactive talks, panel discussions involving eminent speakers and
workshops for hands-on learning. Each of these seminars focuses on issues
and challenges faced by specific management function and aims at
drawing insights from the knowledge and experience of the speakers.

About Finesse Club

Finesse, the Finance Club of SJMSOM, IIT Bombay is a student driven
initiative that collaborates with both the corporate and academia in the
financial sector to provide a platform for students to foster interest and
exposure towards the financial ecosystem. The core ideology of Finesse is
to cultivate interest in Finance as an academic discipline as well as to
promote it as a career option of choice within the student community. The
continuum provides a platform for the finance enthusiasts to interact with
industry stalwarts to learn and grow from their rich corporate experiences,
thus providing a platform to students to keep pace with the latest trends
across financial services. Some of the activities planned by Finesse are:
• Organizing sessions on live trading and investment awareness
• Organizing guest lectures by industry experts and alumni
• Conducting various Inter B-School competitions based on finance
• Releasing newsletters and magazines to keep students updated about 
latest trends in the financial ecosystem

About Finneeti Capitals

Finneeti Capitals is an investment initiative founded &managed by Finesse
Club which aims to foster interest and exposure of financial markets and
instruments among students through diligent research and analysis, theory
and practical experiences in the financial investment ecosystem.
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2. Impact of protectionism and trade wars on Indian and Global
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3. Investing in Sustainable Finance instruments and ESG activities
4. Significance of RBI's monetary tools in a negative or zero interest rate
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5. REITs: Riding the wave of opportunity and optimism
6. Growing influence of Fin-tech on Indian Financial Services
7. Current high yields in the bold market: Imminent recession or boom
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8. Resetting asset and liabilities management in an uncertain

environment
9. Increasing Sovereign Debt to GDP ratios globally, an impending

disaster?
10. Consolidations and privatisations in the banking sector: A solution to

tackle rising NPAs?
11. The Role of Digitization in Credit Decisioning in the New World
12. Proposed transformation of LIBOR: Impact and Significance
13. Internationalisation of Indian sovereign bond market
14. New Trends in Payments Authentication and Security

Disruption, transformation and opportunities in the 
financial ecosystem post COVID 19

Subthemes 



With 20 million global cases as of August, the COVID-19 pandemic

continues to spread massively, disrupting businesses, supply chains and

entire economies. Countries, businesses and individuals, the entire

economic chain has seen drastic changes in the conventional ways of

working. The road ahead for the "next to normal" in financial services

seems too foggy at the current moment, but all the financial institutions

will target these four major heads going ahead – Low-cost structure,

Operational resilience, Digitization on the cloud and Reinvented customer

relationships. The pandemic has paved a way for significant

organisational and operational changes. Customer needs and

expectations have changed and business resilience in such an

environment becomes extremely critical. Negative market sentiments

caused severe drops in the stock markets and several investment

withdrawals as speculative and precautionary measures. With the decline

in cash inflows, stagnant operations and increase in retail and corporate

defaults, financial institutions will have to swiftly, substantially, and

sustainably reduce their operating expenses towards a low-cost structure.

With an unanticipated increase in real-time payments, UPI transfers and

online transactions, all the players are digitalising and revamping their

business models based on Cloud, AI and ML, blockchains and other

technologies. In contrast to earlier attempts of financial inclusions and

digitalisation of processes, the pandemic in 2020 has not only been able

to increase digital penetration but also to drive the digital transformation

to a tipping point. The pandemic has affected the common man’s

lifestyle and behaviour, the domino effect of which has affected all micro

and macro factors and equilibrium in the financial ecosystem. Yet as

businesses restructure, innovate and adapt in this crucial phase, the

world will see new and improved ways of conducting business. This

continuum aims at identifying challenges, opportunities and innovation

capabilities arising out of the current disruption.

Disruption, transformation and opportunities in the 
financial ecosystem post COVID 19



Post the nationalization of private banks back in the '80s, rural banking

has come a long way, and many of them play a vital role in reconstructing

rural communities. Nonetheless, some hurdles continue to persist ever

since this revolution started. The rural population now has a relentless

craving for loans, but an increase in default has seen a sharp rise. Recent

moves by the government, like demonetization and financial inclusion

benefits and incentives have attempted to make significant stride towards

financial inclusion. Coupled with the pandemic stress that is minimising

cash transactions and encouraging digital transformation, is this a golden

opportunity to overcome prior hindrances and penetrate further into

India’s rural economy?

The global economy went through turbulent times after the start of the

USA-China trade war in 2018. After the Covid-19 pandemic countries are

trying to protect their economy by imposing various restrictions on

products imported so that the domestic industry and various sectors

could be protected and the unemployment level comes to the pre-COVID

level. There are many industries at the nascent stage, which need to be

protected, and to diversify the economy, protectionism policies are being

used. Less competition would mean less efficiency within the economy.

The impact of protectionism policy would be more harmful to developing

countries like India with less efficient businesses owing to less

competition and people having less choices on goods available. Global

trade would contract due to the inward-looking policies and could easily

lead to a worldwide recession, and it would have a devastating impact on

the world economy.

1. Banking and finance for the Indian rural economy:    
Need of the hour?

2. Impact of protectionism and trade wars on Indian 
and Global Economy.



Investors and portfolio managers rely on qualitative and quantitative

factors for a long time, but environmental, social, and governance i.e.,

ESG investing, is a more recent development in this field. With the

growing concern of climate change and potential harm to the

environment, companies are focusing towards sustainability. To promote

ESG activities and fund such projects, companies are coming up with new

sustainable finance instruments such as green bonds, social bonds, green

loans etc. The total ESG bond market saw a valuation of 308 billion USD in

2019 alone and Asia-pacific, Europe, and North America accounting for

the most. Even though ESG bonds have increased in popularity, the

concerns of a sustainable and resourceful future should be a prime goal

of all businesses.

Interest rates are used as a measure to control the money supply within

the economy. During zero or negative interest rate periods, there is

deflationary pressure, and the price of the products drops, and people

tend to hold the money instead of spending it. These lead to a vicious

cycle that would lead to demand drop and price drop. So to avoid such

crisis, monetary policies are used as a measure to increase the money

supply within the economy and increase consumption. Bank of Japan and

European Central bank have negative interest rates of -0.75% and -0.1%

respectively in 2020. It incentivizes banks to lend money more freely and

businesses and individuals to invest and spend money rather than paying

a fee to keep it safe. The current repo rate in India has already seen

historic cuts which now stands at 4.00%. There is still scope for further

reduction but at what expense, and how will RBI form the economic

policies when there will be no further reduction possible?

3. Investing in Sustainable Finance instruments and 
ESG activities

4. Significance of RBI's monetary tools in a negative   
or zero interest rate economy



With a country like ours, obsessed with buying conventional assets,

typically gold and land properties, REIT seems like the perfect class of

investment to park money. REITs have been in the making for almost a

decade now but with the easing of SEBI's regulation which lowered the

minimum investment limit to a mere Rs. 50k from 2 lakhs, REITs have

gained a hype mainly amongst millennials, as real estate asset class

typically has had a high-ticket size and illiquid investments, making it out

of reach for many retail investors. The commercial real estate has been

historically growing at 10%, but with the grade A office space and retail

space in prime locations it can provide even better returns. Would REITs

ride the hype train and turn out to be a market winner or fizzle out?

Fintech investments in India have doubled from $1.9 billion in 2018 to

$3.7 billion in 2019, according to Accenture. India has the highest Fintech

adoption rate (87%) above the average global adoption rate of 64%. Over

450 million smartphone users in India with internet connectivity has

resulted in a shift towards fast-paced and more progressive digital

economy with digital payments valued at $65 billion in 2019 and

expected to grow at a CAGR of 20% till 2023. Fintech has disrupted the

financial sector leading to new developments in fraud detection,

omnichannel banking, and heightened security measures even while

encouraging automations and machine learning. The NLP based chatbots

today automate customer service and provide feasible real-time

solutions. High frequency and algorithmic trading make the equity

markets efficient. How is the future being shaped by technology inside

the financial institutions?

5. REITs: Riding the wave of opportunity and
optimism

6. Growing influence of Fin-tech on Indian
Financial Services



Current COVID-19 scenario has heavily impacted the cashflows for many

organizations. The patience of investors is running thin as the RBI

refrained from taking steps to ease the market’s debt burden, even as the

government plans to sell 12 trillion rupees ($160 billion) of bonds this

fiscal year. Going with the current market trends, many companies prefer

to raise money via bonds under the optimism of markets recovering to

Pre-COVID levels in another 2-3 quarters. To attract the maximum

investment, high yields are guaranteed. If the relationships serve their

purpose, we might see the economy in a boom, but if the targets fail, the

economy might severely cripple and might lead to recession. With the

increase of high yield bond investment in India from the past several

years and the foggier path ahead, is our economy headed towards boom

or recession under such complex and ambiguous circumstances?

Asset Liability Management (ALM) lies between risk management and

strategic planning, and it focuses on long-term perspectives rather than

alleviating the immediate risks. In an uncertain environment, ALM

controls a bank's sensitivity to interest rate changes and limits losses to

equity and net income. For interest risk management, ALM takes the form

of matching the interest rates of loans and investments and maturities to

maintain a handful amount of profitability. Liquidity and solvency risks are

magnified and regular cashflows of organisations are disrupted due to the

uncertain conditions prevailing today. Digitalisation of operations has put

a negative impact on physical assets owned. In such crucial times, is

resetting/restructuring asset and liabilities holding of an organisation

need of the hour?

8. Resetting asset and liabilities management in an 
uncertain environment

7. Current high yields in the bold market: Imminent 
recession or boom in the economy?



Sovereign debt is the amount of money owed to the central government.

Like any other corporation, a central government uses the financial

market to fill the gap between revenue and expenditures. The

government borrows to finance its investment target, but excess debt can

crowd out private investment because interest rate rises in response to

lower loanable funds. Higher debt also means a significant amount has to

be set aside for servicing interest accrued. Whether the government will

default will depend upon interest rate and tax revenue which is

connected to GDP growth. But is high sovereign debt inherently bad?

Average Sovereign debt to GDP ratio in the five largest economies of the

world is above 100%. Japan's debt to GDP is 234% but still perceived

creditworthy why? To creditors, it is more important how efficiently the

government is using debt to spur growth. What will be the impact of the

pandemic slowing down GDP growths over the sovereign debt?

Public sector banks currently have a NPA of 7.27 Lakh crore as of March

2020. Covid-19 pandemic has led the already severed banking sector into

crisis. After the moratorium period of 6 months given by RBI on loans, it is

expected that NPA would increase by more than 12%. It has become

difficult for small public sector banks to raise money in the current

situation, and their book size is contracting. Private banks are easily able

to raise funds due to a good balance sheet and low NPA. The government

is willing to consolidate 12 public sector banks into four significant banks

and privatize the other banks by reducing stake below 51%. This is a step

towards reforming and reviving the banking sector, but how effective will

it be to address the banking needs of a vast and diverse population?

9. Increasing Sovereign Debt to GDP ratios globally, 
an impending disaster?

10. Consolidations and privatisations in the banking     
sector: A solution to tackle rising NPAs?



Simply put, deciding whether to approve or reject a particular request of

credit is credit decisioning. Digitization is the next significant disruption,

and early adoption of digitization can potentially slingshot organization

and will at least help them make better decisions. Digitization will make

the whole process data-driven and leave little scope for behavioural or

informative biases in the system. It will ensure faster processing of

requests and real-time monitoring of suspected risky accounts that can

be red-flagged early or even before credit rating agencies by leveraging

artificial intelligence and machine learning. Digitization can be employed

to hedge undue preference and risks. Today digitisation helps retail and

corporate banks to not only track and aid their lending efficiently but also

in overall portfolio monitoring. Going forward, what are the ways

digitisation would shape the operations and credit decisions?

In 2017 the UK's Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) declared that post-

2021, they would no longer urge or compel member banks to submit the

rates which go into calculating The London Interbank Offered Rate

(LIBOR) sometimes rightly called as the world's most important number.

LIBOR is calculated based on the lending rates between member banks,

but over the last few years, interbank transactions have gone down,

resulting in somewhat of a flawed method. As a reference rate for

millions of contracts worth more than $240 trillion, LIBOR has been

hardwired into the DNA of financial markets. This transition to alternate

rates would be a herculean task with major structural changes in financial

markets. What will be the derived impacts of such a change in the

financial ecosystem?

11. The Role of Digitization in Credit Decisioning in 
the New World

12. Proposed transformation of LIBOR: Impact and 
Significance



In 2019 Budget govt of India gave an indication about borrowing money

by issuing bonds in the international market. Still, some economists

raised fear, saying that issuing foreign debt has no real benefits and poses

enormous risks. Some arguments given by economists are that by issuing

small amounts of foreign currency-denominated sovereign bonds would

not help to establish a credible yield curve, with foreign participation,

rupee-denominated and foreign currency-denominated bonds are

conceptually identical, but there are informational and liquidity effects to

be considered in making the comparison. While one can presume that

the market sees through the trade-off between the present sovereign

debt structure and future taxation at the macro-economic level, it is

crucial to consider the micro-economic benefits that would eventually

flow from the issuance of foreign-currency-denominated bonds

Economics, money, and the way people exchange products and services

have undergone several changes with the help of digitization of payments

which has made transactions convenient, reliable and fast. Biometric

authentication, a trend that includes fingerprint scanners, iris recognition,

etc. is expected to support more than 18 billion transactions each year by

2021. The use of smart chip ATM cards along with one-time password

features changed the trend of a single ATM pin being remembered, thus

reducing frauds. The Mobile-point-of-sale(mPOS) technology allows

merchants to accept payments in an encrypted form, from anywhere in

the world. Contactless payments are possible with the NFC technology.

With several new features adding to the convenience and accessibility of

digital payments, are the privacy and security standards and

developments up to the mark?

13. Internationalisation of Indian sovereign bond 
market

14. New Trends in Payments Authentication and 
Security



Event Start Time End Time

Inauguration Speech 9:00 AM 9:15 AM

Speaker 1 9:15 AM 10:00 AM

Speaker 2 10:00 AM 10:45 AM

Tea Break 10:45 AM 11:00 AM

Speaker 3 11:00AM 11:45 AM

Speaker 4 11:45 AM 12:30 PM

Lunch 12:30 PM 2:00PM

Speaker 5 2:00 PM 2:45 PM

Speaker 6 2:45 PM 3:30 PM

Tea Break 3:30 PM 3:45 PM

Speaker 7 3:45 PM 4:30 PM

Speaker 8 4:30 PM 5:15 PM
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Connect with us on the below channels:

finesse@sjmsom.in

http://www.facebook.com/FinesseSOM/

http://www.instagram.com/finesse_sjmsom/

http://www.linkedin.com/company/finesse-sjmsom/

Shailesh J Mehta School of Management, IIT Bombay  

http://www.som.iitb.ac.in/

http://www.facebook.com/FinesseSOM/
http://www.instagram.com/finesse_sjmsom/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/finesse-sjmsom/
http://www.som.iitb.ac.in/


We look forward to hosting 

your presence, ideas, opinions 

& thoughts at the

Finance Continuum - 2020


